








= = = = = = = = = = =

1a) although now it might not come to the pillow of wretched me, the candle
1b) the helplessness-filled heart burns on me, instead of a candle

2a) I am shamed by the effect of the passion of the Moth
2b) why doesn't it make you ashamed, the faithfulness of the candle?

qi:t((ah

3a) it comes into my inner-self that having abandoned your footsteps
3b) we should remain fallen, like the Moth, having become ash, at the foot of the candle

4a) on me, from your eye, there didn't emerge a single hot tear
4b) from its [=the Moth's] burning, it would later burn itself, the candle

= = = = = = = = = = =

1a) does it have any pleasure before that face, the candle?
1b) where beauty keeps itself in gazes, there it keeps a candle

2a) enough, take it up from before you, now don't make it degraded
2b) in the eye of the Moth it has a singular honor and glory, the candle

3a) on its head too, we have supposed, is a topknot-curl of smoke
3b) a curly-lock of this kind, scattering musk-perfume-- when does it have such a thing, the candle?

4a) the truth is that curls are the lengthening of stature
4b) it suspects that your beauty resembles its own face, the candle

5a) in this distant chamber, what-all adornments of gatherings there were!
5b) thus now it retains not even a name, or any token, of them, the candle

qi:t((ah

6a) at the bedside of your sick one it itself, not alone,
6b) from evening to morning causes tears to flow, the candle

7a) like a candle of the nights of Muharram, with itself
7b) it weeps itself into a unique condition/world, the candle
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8a) the fame of its radiance and heat is to such an extent on people's tongues
8b) we too would say, if anyone would ask, indeed it maintains [its fame], the candle

9a) do any fire-breathed ones become diverted from their agitation/longing
9b) the feet have passed beyond the head itself there, where it maintains [its agitation], the candle

10a) they have already given even their lives for their word/promise, the heart-burned ones
10b) chiefly in order to cause its head to be cut off, it keeps a tongue, the candle

11a) the lifetime passes, chiefly in regret, in the midst of that gathering
11b) the flame is a finger which it places to its mouth, the candle

12a) from burning to burning is a distance; believe it, Sauda
12b) the wound that is on your own heart--where does it maintain [such a wound], the candle?

= = = = = = = = = = =
Sauda == kulliyaat-e saudaa , jild-e avval, ;Gazaliyaat , ed. by mu;hammad shams ul-diin .siddiiqii . Lahore:
Majlis Taraqqi-e Adab, 1973, pp. 230-233.
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